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For collective action to evolve and be maintained by selection, the mind must be equipped with
mechanisms designed to identify free riders—individuals who do not contribute to a collective project but
still benefit from it. Once identified, free riders must be either punished or excluded from future collective
actions. But what criteria does the mind use to categorize someone as a free rider? An evolutionary
analysis suggests that failure to contribute is not sufficient. Failure to contribute can occur by intention
or accident, but the adaptive threat is posed by those who are motivated to benefit themselves at the
expense of cooperators. In 6 experiments, we show that only individuals with exploitive intentions were
categorized as free riders, even when holding their actual level of contribution constant (Studies 1 and
2). In contrast to an evolutionary model, rational choice and reinforcement theory suggest that different
contribution levels (leading to different payoffs for their cooperative partners) should be key. When
intentions were held constant, however, differences in contribution level were not used to categorize
individuals as free riders, although some categorization occurred along a competence dimension (Study
3). Free rider categorization was not due to general tendencies to categorize (Study 4) or to mechanisms
that track a broader class of intentional moral violations (Studies 5A and 5B). The results reveal the
operation of an evolved concept with features tailored for solving the collective action problems faced
by ancestral hunter-gatherers.
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From prehistory to the present, human survival has depended on
productive labor, much of which was carried out by groups of
people coordinating their actions to reach a common goal and then
sharing the resulting benefits. This style of cooperation—often
called collective action—is seen across human societies. Indeed,
ancestral humans cooperatively hunted big game on African,
Asian, and American grasslands; they built communal fish traps,
attacked mammoths, and drove bison over cliffs. In the modern
world, Amish farmers have community barn raisings, Amazonians
cooperatively clear jungle for crops, and soccer fans cheer as their
favorite teams use collective action to compete for points and
glory. Military units train to provide group defense, teams of
factory workers assemble cars, scientists collaborate on research

projects, and international volunteers create Wikipedia. Human
societies, if they existed at all, would be unrecognizably different
if there were no collective action.

Yet this form of cooperation is rare in other species. The major
exception is the social insects, such as ants, bees, and termites, in
which its evolution and stability are explained by close genetic
relatedness (Hamilton, 1964; E. O. Wilson, 1974). Although ex-
ploiting opportunities for cooperation would be widely advanta-
geous, very few species actually exhibit collective action among
individuals who are not close genetic relatives. Aside from hu-
mans, chimpanzees are the most uncontroversial and well-studied
example, although the circumstances in which they display this
behavior are far more limited than in humans (Boesch, 2002; M. L.
Wilson & Wrangham, 2003). The fact that humans routinely
engage in collective action raises the hypothesis that our psycho-
logical architecture contains evolved specializations that allow us
to solve the formidable problems that prevent its evolution in other
species (Tooby, Cosmides, & Price, 2006). Here, we report em-
pirical investigations of one proposed component of this zoologi-
cally unusual architecture: a mechanism for identifying free riders.

The presence of individuals with a disposition to free ride—that
is, to take the benefits of group cooperation without contributing to
the cooperative project—can jeopardize the evolution of collective
action. Evolutionary game theory shows that adaptations for con-
tributing to collective actions that are open to free riding cannot
evolve and be stably maintained in a species unless cooperators
can find a way to exclude free riders, create incentives for them to
become contributors, or otherwise reduce their welfare so that it is
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lower than cooperators (e.g., Boyd & Richerson, 1988, 1992;
Hauert, De Monte, Hofbauer, & Sigmund, 2002a, 2002b; Pan-
chanathan & Boyd, 2004). Consistent with these game theoretic
analyses, empirical studies of human cooperation show that free
riding often elicits anger from contributors, many of whom re-
spond by punishing the free rider or by down-regulating their own
contributions to the group effort (e.g., Fehr & Gachter, 2000; Kerr
et al., 2009; Kiyonari & Barclay, 2008; Kurzban, McCabe, Smith,
& Wilson, 2001; Masclet, Noussair, Tucker, & Villeval, 2003;
Price, 2005, 2006b; Price, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2002; Taggar &
Neubert, 2008; Yamagishi, 1986). Note, however, that these re-
sponses to free riders entail a logically prior question: What counts
as free riding?

In this article, we put the free rider concept under the micro-
scope to see what criteria the mind uses to categorize someone as
a free rider. In dissecting the architecture of this moral concept, we
employ a standard social psychological method in a novel way. For
over 30 years, the memory confusion protocol has been used to
study when people categorize others by their sex, race, or other
characteristics, where the experimenter has decided which individ-
uals belong to which category (Taylor, Fiske, Etcoff, & Ruderman,
1978; see also Klauer & Wegener, 1998). This protocol uses
patterns in recall errors to assess social categorization. As in
previous research, we used this method to determine whether free
riders are seen as a category at all. However, we also used it to
determine which information the mind uses to assign an individual
to the category FREE RIDER (see Sherman, Castelli, & Hamilton,
2002, for a similar extension of this method). Are people catego-
rized as free riders based only on their objective contributions to
the collective action? Do their intentions matter? If we find that
free riders are categorized, does the category have content specific
to free riding, or does the mind fold free riders into a single
category, such as moral violators? By parametrically varying the
input subjects receive, we tested competing hypotheses against one
another. Our goal was to uncover the semantics of the concept FREE

RIDER. In so doing, we take a step toward addressing the question,
What is the “stuff of thought” that makes collective action possi-
ble? (On conceptual semantics, see, e.g., Barrett, 2005; Jackendoff,
2006; Pinker, 2007; Talmy, 2000; Tooby, Cosmides, & Barrett,
2005; consistent with common practice in this literature, we use
small caps to highlight a proposed element of conceptual struc-
ture.)

The Puzzle of Collective Action

The fact that people cooperate in groups does not seem puzzling
at first. After all, collective action provides large benefits not
otherwise available. However, the incentive structure faced by
individual participants constitutes a major barrier to mobilizing
collective action (Olson, 1965). The joint efforts of a collective
action often (though not always) produce public or common
goods1: resources whose use cannot be limited to those who have
contributed to producing them (Dawes, 1980; Olson, 1965; Os-
trom, 1990; Van Lange, Liebrand, Messick, & Wilke, 1992).
Incentives to free ride exist when those who pay the cost of
contributing get the same reward as those who contribute nothing.
This creates a social dilemma: Everyone would be better off if the
good were produced, but each individual is made better off if they
free ride rather than expend effort to produce it. Defense is a

classic example of a public good: Any given citizen is just as safe
if she avoids paying taxes, but if everyone free rides, then there is
nothing to stop aggressive invasion. This logic applies generally to
any cooperative activity in which rewards are decoupled from
effort. Because this incentive structure seems to preclude many
actual collective actions, the existence of collective action has been
an enduring puzzle in political science and economics.

One might doubt the kind of rational calculations and short-term
self-interest presupposed by an economic analysis of incentives
under rational choice. But evolutionary biologists find that analo-
gous problems arise on evolutionary timescales when payoffs are
in the currency of fitness. Evolutionary analyses require no as-
sumptions about rationality; indeed, they can be usefully applied to
cooperation among bacteria (Axelrod & Hamilton, 1981). This
approach models interactions among agents endowed with well-
defined decision rules that produce situationally contingent behav-
ior. These decision rules are sometimes called strategies by evo-
lutionary biologists—but no conscious deliberation by bacteria (or
humans) is implied (or ruled out) by this term. In evolutionary
game theory, a decision rule or strategy that garners higher payoffs
(i.e., food or other resources) leaves more “offspring”—more
copies of itself—in the next generation than alternatives that
garner lower payoffs (Maynard Smith, 1982). By analyzing the
relative payoffs (and therefore reproductive consequences) of al-
ternative decision rules, evolutionary biologists can determine
which strategies natural selection is likely to favor and which are
likely to be selected out.

Using this framework, imagine a population of agents who have
opportunities to contribute to collective actions. Each agent is
equipped with one of two possible decision rules. One causes
unconditional cooperation: Agents with this rule always contribute
to collective actions. The other causes its agent to never contribute:
These agents always free ride. The benefits of collective action
will be reaped by both types of agent, but the costs of contributing
to it will be borne only by the unconditional cooperators. This
means that free riders will experience higher net payoffs than
unconditional cooperators. Because agents with higher net payoffs
produce more offspring, the free rider design will leave more
copies of itself in the next generation than the design that always
contributes. As this reproductive advantage continues over gener-
ations, the population will be increasingly composed of agents
endowed with the always-free-ride design. Collective action will
eventually disappear as the proportion of cooperators becomes
vanishingly small.

How then can psychological adaptations for participating in
collective action evolve? To evolve and be stably maintained by
selection, designs that cause cooperation need to accrue a higher
average payoff than designs that cause free riding. When there are
repeated interactions, strategies that cooperate conditionally can
outperform exploitive strategies by channeling their cooperative
efforts toward other cooperators and away from free riders. To

1 Both public and common goods share the property of nonexcludability
(i.e., noncontributors can also benefit from them). However, common
goods are rivalrous (i.e., one person’s consumption reduces others’ poten-
tial consumption, such as parking spaces on public streets), whereas public
goods are nonrivalrous (e.g., use of an idea). For our analysis, only the
feature of nonexcludability is relevant.
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accomplish this, contributors need to exclude free riders from
cooperative interactions, create incentives for them to contribute,
or otherwise cause their welfare to be less than cooperators’. This
can be achieved by avoiding free riders, refusing to cooperate
when they are present, or punishing them when they fail to
contribute (Boyd & Richerson, 1992; Hauert et al., 2002a, 2002b;
Panchanathan & Boyd, 2004; Price et al., 2002; Tooby & Cos-
mides, 1988; Tooby et al., 2006). For the brain to implement a
strategy for conditional cooperation, it requires a mechanism that
identifies free riders and distinguishes them from conditional co-
operators.

When we say that conditional cooperators must identify free
riders, we mean that designs that cause conditional cooperation
will not be selected for and maintained in a population unless they
identify those with a disposition to free ride. By disposition to free
ride, we mean those with a greater tendency to free ride than
others, whether because of ontogenetic calibration, heritable ge-
netic variation, or the nature of the current situation (Tooby &
Cosmides, 1990). With this consideration in mind, an evolutionary
game theoretic analysis predicts that free riders must be identified
as those whose mechanisms are calibrated to take benefits without
contributing.

Who Should Count as a Free Rider? Evolutionary
Constraints on the Concept

Strategies for conditional cooperation are designed to cooperate
with other cooperators and withdraw from or punish free riders. To
do so, these strategies require a system that categorizes individuals
as free riders versus cooperators based on cues and criteria. Which
cues and criteria it evolves to use should be determined, in part, by
the costs and benefits of hits, misses, false alarms, and correct
rejections in repeated interactions (Delton, Krasnow, Cosmides, &
Tooby, 2011; Haselton & Nettle, 2006; Kiyonari, Tanida, & Yam-
agishi, 2000; Yamagishi, Terai, Kiyonari, Mifune, & Kanazawa,
2007).

Hits—correctly identifying free riders—trigger the withdrawal
of cooperation, avoidance, or punishment of free riders; their effect
is to limit the extent to which free riders benefit at the expense of
conditional cooperators. When the categorization system generates
a miss—mistaking a free rider for a cooperator—the cooperator
contributes, thereby suffering an initial loss that benefits the free
rider. This error is likely to be corrected in later collective actions,
however, when the free rider continues to undercontribute.

A free rider concept that produces many hits and few misses will
limit the losses that conditional cooperators suffer when interact-
ing with free riders. But limiting these losses is not sufficient to
give cooperators a selective advantage over free riders. To out-
reproduce designs that free ride, cooperators need to reap the
benefits of repeated mutual cooperation. When the free rider
detection system produces a correct rejection—that is, when it
correctly identifies its partner as a conditional cooperator—this
triggers cycles of reciprocated cooperation and, therefore, strings
of benefits.

The benefits of repeated mutual cooperation fail to materialize,
however, when there are false alarms—that is, when a conditional
cooperator is misclassified as a free rider. False alarms trigger
cycles of mutual noncooperation between conditional cooperators.
If Jack incorrectly categorizes Jill as a free rider, he will punish or

withdraw cooperation from Jill. Jill is likely to respond by with-
drawing cooperation from Jack. Because of this initial false alarm,
Jack and Jill thereby miss out on a string of benefits that each
could have harvested by cooperating in collective actions with the
other. Indeed, agent-based simulations show that this error is such
a costly mistake that selection creates agents biased to avoid it
even at the price of tolerating many misses (Delton, Krasnow, et
al., 2011).

Given the differential costs of these errors, what criteria should
a conditional cooperator use to identify another individual as a free
rider in collective actions, to be punished or excluded? One pos-
sibility is a classification rule based on a simple behavioral cue:
“Categorize everyone who fails to contribute as a free rider.” This
rule will catch most free riders by generating a high proportion of
hits and virtually no misses, but it will do so at the price of
generating false alarms: Conditional cooperators will be misclas-
sified as free riders. This is because events in which an individual
fails to contribute to a collective action can occur without reveal-
ing the presence of an individual calibrated to free ride.

At some point, virtually all conditional cooperators encounter a
situation in which they will not or cannot contribute to a collective
action. A system designed to minimize false alarms should use
these situations as exclusion criteria: When they are present, an
individual who undercontributes to a collective action should not
be classified as a free rider. Conditional cooperators can fail to
contribute to collective actions because they are in the presence of
free riders (Panchanathan & Boyd, 2003), by mistake (e.g., lapses
in memory or attention; Axelrod, 1984), or—importantly—due to
bad luck (accidents, injuries, illness, or failure to procure the
necessary resources despite trying). In the ecological conditions
faced by our hunter-gatherer ancestors, rates of injury and disease
are so high that virtually everyone in a band is unable to contribute
to collective efforts for substantial periods of time (weeks or
months; Sugiyama, 2004). High variance in foraging success is
also typical even for individuals who are expending a great deal of
effort. Among the Ache of Paraguay, for example, men return
empty handed on four out of 10 hunts (Kaplan, Hill, & Hurtado,
1990). When there is high variance in individual foraging success
due to luck, rather than effort, hunter-gatherers typically buffer this
risk by turning the provisioning of that resource into a collective
action (Cashdan, 1992; Cosmides & Tooby, 1992; Gurven, 2004;
Kameda, Takezawa, & Hastie, 2003; Kameda, Takezawa, Tindale,
& Smith, 2002; Kaplan & Hill, 1985; Kaplan, Hill, Lancaster, &
Hurtado, 2000). When reversals in fortune are frequent, tempo-
rary,2 and easy to detect, this can be a winning strategy: Everyone
in the risk pool is able to contribute on some occasions, but not
others.

Punishing conditional cooperators who are temporarily unable
to contribute due to illness, injury, accidents, and other forms of
bad luck will not increase their level of contribution, making this
a waste of energy. Withdrawing cooperation from them may be
less costly than punishment in the short run, but it will trigger
cycles of mutual withdrawal, leaving one with an ever-shrinking
pool of cooperative partners. Everyone eventually experiences
misfortune.

2 The selection pressures are different if the disability is permanent
(Kurzban & Leary, 2001).
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In sum, the evolutionary function of a free rider concept is to
defend conditional cooperators against exploitation without creat-
ing too many false alarms. Doing so requires a system that repre-
sents and tracks another person’s behavior so that it can (when
warranted) correctly connect an attributed disposition (to free ride)
with that particular person (who thereby becomes categorized as a
FREE RIDER). Events in which an individual fails to contribute to a
collective action may be sufficient to activate a free rider detection
system, but that system should resist tagging that person as a free
rider when situational cues provide evidence that this failure was
caused by bad luck, innocent mistakes, or because the focal indi-
vidual was responding to the presence of others calibrated to free
ride.

Possible Computational Theories of Free Rider
Categorization

We consider four rules that could be used to categorize individ-
uals as free riders on a collective action. One—the free rider
strategy rule—satisfies the evolutionary constraints outlined
above. The other three do not; they represent alternative hypoth-
eses suggested by rational choice theory, reinforcement learning,
moral psychology, attribution theory, and domain-general ap-
proaches to categorization.

The Free Rider Strategy Rule

The evolutionary analysis calls for a free rider categorization
rule that is activated by events in which a person undercontributes
but uses specific behavioral and situational cues to distinguish
exploiters (hits) from conditional cooperators (false alarms).

When an exploitive design is activated in individuals, their
undercontributions will be motivated by the payoffs of exploita-
tion: They may consume resources instead of contributing them, or
they may decide to not to expend the effort needed to achieve the
cooperative goal (despite being able to do so). In folk terms, there
will be evidence of an intent to undercontribute, motivated by a
goal to benefit from the uncontributed resource or by the goal of
avoiding the cost of making the expected contribution.

When individuals calibrated for conditional cooperation under-
contribute, these payoff clues will usually be absent, and others
will be present instead. They will try to procure the resource (but
fail due to accidents or bad luck), suffering an energetic expense,
or they will not try because they are suffering from an incapaci-
tating illness or injury. Conditional cooperators may intentionally
withhold contributions when too many free riders are present. But
they will not benefit themselves by consuming a resource they had
agreed to provide when other contributors are present. These
considerations suggest the following categorization rule:

If a member of a collective action intentionally fails to contribute even
in the presence of other contributors, then categorize the member as a
free rider. (free rider strategy rule)

Here, intentional is shorthand for actions organized to meet one of
two ends: benefiting from the uncontributed resource or avoiding
the costs of producing it.

Implementing the free rider strategy rule requires a categoriza-
tion system that uses inferences produced by the theory of mind
system (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Callaghan et al., 2005; Harris, 1990;

Leslie, 1994; Malle & Knobe, 1997). This network operates from
infancy onward (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005; Surian, Caldi, &
Sperber, 2007); it includes features designed to infer what goals
are implied by an individual’s actions and whether the outcome
produced occurred by accident or by the systematic operation of
decision rules.

The free rider strategy rule is broadly consistent with past
research in social psychology on the role of intentions in cooper-
ation. For instance, studies have shown that decisions to contribute
in social dilemmas are regulated in part by expectations of whether
others intend to contribute as well (e.g., Dawes, Mctavish, &
Shaklee, 1977; Messe & Sivacek, 1979). Moreover, when the
environment is noisy—and hence partially obscures true intent—
decision rules that are better at revealing cooperative intentions are
more successful in sustaining mutual cooperation (Klapwijk &
Van Lange, 2009; Tazelaar, Van Lange, & Ouwerkerk, 2004).

The hypothesis that the mind embodies this free rider strategy
rule extends prior work in several ways. First, it goes beyond an
interpretation of behavior as volitional versus accidental. It spec-
ifies what payoffs are used as criteria for inferring whether the goal
of a volitional action was exploitive or cooperative and places
situational constraints on which intentional undercontributions are
relevant (e.g., responses to free riders do not count). Second, it
allows us to discriminate between different kinds of intentional
moral violations in a fine-grained and principled way: Tests re-
ported herein reveal a specialized FREE RIDER concept that dissoci-
ates from other moral violations. Third, it explains why these
particular intentions, goals, payoffs, and situational constraints
matter, addressing an ultimate (evolutionary) level of causation:
Discriminating free rider designs from other sources of undercon-
tribution is necessary for conditional cooperation in collective
actions to evolve and be maintained by selection.

The Return Rate Rules

The free rider strategy rule is based on an evolutionary game
theoretic approach, but other approaches suggest alternative rules
for defining who counts as a free rider. For instance, reinforcement
learning and rational choice theory,3 with their focus on the prox-
imate rewards or payoffs experienced by the organism, would
predict that what matters to the categorizer is the bottom line: how
much is contributed by a member of a collective action to the
group. If free rider categorization is based on how much labor or
resources are actually contributed by each person—by their return
rates—then who counts as a free rider should be determined by a
rule more like the following:

If a member of a collective action fails to contribute, then categorize
the member as a free rider. (return rate rule)

One could also envision a variant of this rule that compares
relative return rates:

If a member of a collective action contributes at a rate less than other
members of the collective action, then categorize the member as a free
rider. (relative return rate rule)

3 Here, we are referring specifically to rational choice theory with a
short-term, selfish, profit-maximizing utility function. Although there are
an infinite number of possible utility functions, this is the one most
commonly assumed.
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These rules are essentially restatements of one component of a
recent social neuroscience theory of collective action (Seymour,
Singer, & Dolan, 2007). This theory attempts to explain the pun-
ishment of free riders and the maintenance of collective action in
terms of reinforcement and observational learning. A variant of the
relative return rate rule was explicitly tested by Masclet and
colleagues (2003). Although their experiment was not designed as
a critical test between the free rider strategy rule and the relative
return rate rule, they showed that high contributors punished as a
function of (a) the degree to which others contributed less than the
high contributor did and (b) the degree to which others contributed
less than the group average.

The return rate rules do not satisfy the evolutionary constraints
discussed above. Because people with an activated free rider
strategy undercontribute, these rules would generate many hits, but
at a steep price in false alarms. In the high-variance environments
of ancestral humans, misfortune sometimes prevented conditional
cooperators from contributing to collective actions. Return rate
rules would misclassify these individuals as free riders because
they assess delivered contributions alone, without considering
illness, injury, accidents, effort expended, or other exclusion cri-
teria.

The Moral Violator Rule

According to the moral violator rule, there is nothing special
about free riding; it is just one moral violation out of many. In this
view, the mind contains a computational system for detecting
moral violations, which sorts all moral violators into the same
mental category.

Like the free rider strategy rule, the moral violator rule would
categorize people based, in part, on their intentions—psychologists
at least since Piaget have recognized that intentionality plays an
important role in generating moral intuitions. For example, inten-
tionality judgments figure prominently in Mikhail’s (2007) com-
putational theory of universal moral grammar (see also, e.g.,
Cushman, 2008), attribution theorists have shown that intentions
play a major role in attributions of morality (Weiner, 1993;
Weiner, Perry, & Magnusson, 1988), and morality plays a central
role in impression formation (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2008; De
Bruin & Van Lange, 1999; Skowronski & Carlston, 1987; Woj-
ciszke, Brycz, & Borkenau, 1993).

Intentionally violating an agreement is usually considered a
moral violation, whether or not the agreement is to contribute to
a collective action. So, is there any reason to think that there is a
special category of FREE RIDER with its attendant categorization
rule? Maybe all we need is the following:

If a person commits an intentional moral violation, then categorize
that person as immoral. (moral violator rule)

Given the strong intuition that there is a general category of
morally relevant situations and actions and that there are moral
versus immoral people, it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that
the mind has conceptual primitives that capture the moral–immoral
distinction and rules for categorizing people using these primitives.
But is this enough?

Because they focus on ancestrally recurrent content domains,
evolutionary perspectives on social psychology can provide guid-
ance about what kinds of content—including moral content—the

mind should distinguish and privilege in its processing (Bugental,
2000; Kenrick, Li, & Butner, 2003; Kenrick, Maner, & Li, 2005).
For instance, given that different types of moral violations require
different downstream responses, an evolutionary perspective
strongly predicts that the mind should have multiple, domain-
specific moral concepts. Consider, for example, what count as
adaptive responses to the moral violations of free riding and sexual
infidelity. A person’s sexual infidelity may be grounds to avoid
choosing them as a romantic partner, yet that person may be a good
cooperative partner for a collective action. Likewise, it might be
wise to avoid choosing a person who free rides on group efforts as
a partner for a collective action, yet that person might be a good
mate—indeed, in some cases, they may be desirable, as long as
they do not free ride on you (Price, 2006a).

The moral violator rule creates a category too coarse to support
adaptive behavior. Punishing or excluding everyone this rule clas-
sifies as immoral would prevent one from reaping the benefits of
collective action with good conditional cooperators who have
committed moral violations unrelated to free riding.

The Arbitrary Categorization Rule

Last, we consider a very general, content-free possibility. Many
theorists believe that humans have an extremely powerful and
domain-general categorization system and/or statistical inference
system. Such systems will spontaneously categorize along any
distinction they can discern. This implies the following rule:

If two sets differ along any dimension, then categorize them as
separate types. (arbitrary categorization rule)

Indeed, the research that introduced the memory confusion
protocol assumed as a working hypothesis that social categoriza-
tion was accomplished by mechanisms that also operated over
nonsocial stimuli (Taylor et al., 1978). There is still no general
consensus on whether social categorization is accomplished by
general categorization mechanisms that are also used for nonsocial
stimuli (Schneider, 2004, p. 79) or by a series of mechanisms
specialized for categorizing the social world. Thus, the arbitrary
categorization rule is a viable alternative. If it is experimentally
supported, then finding that people categorize free riders may not
tell us anything specific about the concept of free riding. For this
reason, experiments eliminating this rule would strengthen the case
for a concept based on the free rider strategy rule.

The Present Research

On the basis of an evolutionary analysis, we propose that the
human mind contains specialized computational mechanisms for
engaging in collective action. These should include a procedure
designed to identify free riders that uses the free rider strategy rule.
This rule categorizes as free riders those individuals who inten-
tionally fail to contribute, even in the presence of other contribu-
tors. This contrasts with other reasonable categorization rules: the
return rate rules, the moral violator rule, and the arbitrary catego-
rization rule.

To test these rules against one another, the methods we used
integrated the realism of narratives and the precision of experi-
mental games. Specifically, we presented subjects with a vivid
scenario of a group working together for survival. They read about
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a group of people who were stranded together on an island, some
of whom were injured. The uninjured individuals, eight men, were
described as agreeing to work together to find food and to bring
whatever they found back to camp to share with the whole group.
After this, subjects viewed a series of captioned photos describing
what each man did on five foraging days. Using these descriptions,
we precisely equated or manipulated the contributions and inten-
tions of the foragers. This allowed us to test which behavioral and
situational cues elicited the formation of distinct categories and
which did not. To measure categorization, we used the memory
confusion protocol created by Taylor and colleagues (1978).

In addition to this measure of categorization, we also employed
a set of free rider criterion measures; these allowed us to test
whether the categories formed by subjects reflected the criteria of
the free rider strategy rule, as opposed to a category with some
other content. On the basis of various proposals for how evolution
has shaped adaptations for collective action, free riders can be
expected to reliably elicit a cluster of responses from cooperators
and be associated with a cluster of personality traits, as follows.
Criterion 1: There should be a motivation to punish free riders
(Boyd & Richerson, 1992; Gintis, 2000; Henrich & Boyd, 2001;
Price et al., 2002). Empirical work has shown that many individ-
uals are willing to punish free riders and that punishment sustains
cooperation in collective actions (e.g., Fehr & Gachter, 2000;
Masclet et al., 2003; Miles & Greenberg, 1993; Yamagishi, 1986).
Criterion 2: There may be motivation to reward contributors (Ki-
yonari & Barclay, 2008). Criterion 3: Free riders should be viewed
as untrustworthy, selfish, and unlikable when evaluated in the
context of a collective action, and these traits should be seen as
dispositional rather than situational (Alexander, 1987; Dunbar,
2004; Panchanathan & Boyd, 2004). Criterion 4: People should be
reluctant to choose free riders as fellow participants in future
collective actions (Alexander, 1987; Kurzban & Leary, 2001).
(Although the predictions for other types of interactions are less
clear, we also tested whether individuals do not want to interact
with free riders in dyadic settings.) Criteria 3 and 4 are based on
theories of selective partner choice, known variously as assortative
interaction, direct reciprocity, indirect reciprocity, and gossip-
based strategies (Alexander, 1987; Boyd & Richerson, 1988; Dun-
bar, 2004; Nowak & Sigmund, 2005; Panchanathan & Boyd, 2004;
Price, 2006b).

Taken in isolation, each of these four responses could be gen-
erated in response to individuals other than free riders. However,
we are looking for a pattern, the signature of a free rider. At this
point in theory development, it is unclear which set of measurable
responses would be perfectly unique to free riders. Nevertheless,
individuals who are categorized as free riders should be easily
distinguishable from individuals categorized as, for example, in-
competent. The latter category should elicit a very different cluster
of responses, which does not include punitive sentiments (Cuddy
et al., 2008; Neuberg, Smith, & Asher, 2000).

All experiments used essentially the same procedure, which is
described in Study 1. Table 1 summarizes the manipulations used
in each study, the categorization rule being tested, the prediction
that follows from each rule, and a short conclusion drawn from
each study. Studies 1 and 2 tested for the operation of the free rider
strategy rule by comparing intentional and accidental undercon-
tributors, while holding constant the actual amount each contrib-
utes. Study 3 tested the alternative hypothesis that the mind con- T
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tains one of the return rate rules by comparing individuals who
contribute less versus more to the group, while holding constant
their intentions to contribute. Study 4 tested another alternative
hypothesis—that the mind contains an arbitrary categorization
rule—by comparing individuals who differ along a dimension that
is semantically identifiable but not relevant on an evolutionary
account. Studies 5A and 5B tested whether the moral violator rule
is sufficient to account for the results of Studies 1–4, by examining
whether free riders are categorized separately from two other types
of moral violator.

Study 1: Keeping the Resource Instead of
Contributing

Study 1 tested for the operation of the free rider strategy rule.
Each forager fails to contribute on two of five days, but for
different reasons: Some eat the food they find, whereas others lose
it by accident. This equates return rates but varies cues to exploi-
tive intent. The return rate rules predict that these targets will not
be sorted into two distinct categories based on these intent cues.
The free rider strategy rule predicts that they will—and that
members of these two categories will be represented as free riders
versus cooperators, as revealed by how subjects rate their impres-
sions of and responses to each target.

Method

Subjects. Seventy-four undergraduates (37 female) enrolled
in introductory psychology and introductory physical anthropol-
ogy classes participated in exchange for partial course credit. Each
worked independently at semiprivate computer workstations.

Procedure. Subjects learned about a group of men stranded
on a deserted island after their plane’s engines were damaged by a
storm. Some were severely injured. The uninjured ones agreed to
search for food to bring back and share with the group, including
those too injured to forage. The foragers searched individually.
Each forager was represented by a photograph along with a caption
describing his actions and outcomes as he searched for food.
Subjects were asked to form impressions of these men (the tar-
gets).

Subjects first completed a learning phase in which they learned
what happened on five days of foraging. For each day, the activ-
ities of the same eight men were shown, one man at a time, each
for 10 seconds. Forty unique sentences were used as captions;
these were chosen by the computer in random order without
replacement (within the constraints discussed below). To empha-
size their interdependence, a short vignette about the targets work-
ing as a group (e.g., making shelter) appeared after each day; these
did not refer to the targets individually.

Each target was paired with two diagnostic sentences—ones
that implemented the experimental manipulation—and three non-
diagnostic sentences (ones depicting uneventful—but success-
ful—cooperation). On the first day of foraging, every target was
paired with a nondiagnostic sentence. Thereafter, the computer
randomly determined whether a target was paired on a given day
with a nondiagnostic sentence or a diagnostic one, with the con-
straint that no target received a diagnostic sentence two days in a
row. After this learning phase, there was a brief filler task (to
eliminate short-term memory effects), followed by a surprise

memory task. With all of the eight photos displayed on the screen,
each of the 40 sentences appeared one at a time (in random order);
for each, the subject was asked to click on the person “who did
this.” Finally, subjects completed a series of items assessing their
reactions to each target.

Materials.
Photographs. Eight facial photographs of young white men

were used as stimuli. On the basis of preratings by a separate group
of 16 subjects, these faces were chosen from a larger pool so as to
be approximately matched on apparent trustworthiness and com-
petence. To further avoid potential confounds, for each subject the
computer randomly selected which men would appear as inten-
tional versus accidental undercontributors.

Sentences for the memory confusion protocol. Every target
was paired with nondiagnostic sentences on three foraging days;
these depicted the target as having found food that he is bringing
back to share with the group (e.g., “He watched a flock of birds fly
overhead and then took the coconuts he’d found back to camp”).
Pairings of photos and nondiagnostic sentences were randomized
for each subject, eliminating any potential confounds between
person-types and nondiagnostic sentence content.

On the other two foraging days, targets were paired with diag-
nostic sentences. In Study 1, four targets were paired with diag-
nostic sentences that depicted intentional failures to contribute
(e.g., “He looked around to make sure no one was watching and ate
the lobster he had caught”). The other four targets were paired with
diagnostic sentences that depicted accidental failures to contribute
(e.g., “He slipped as a loose river rock gave way and lost the
peaches he’d found to the churning water”). Prior to constructing
the sentences, 63 additional subjects rated how willing they would
be to eat various food items. We used these ratings to equate the
desirability of the food items in the two categories of diagnostic
sentences, to rule out potential confounds.

Dependent measures.
Categorization measure. Our categorization method was

modeled after that developed by Taylor and colleagues (1978). In
Taylor and colleagues’ memory confusion protocol, the pattern of
errors made by subjects in the surprise memory test is used to infer
social categorization. To do this, we compared within-category
confusions to between-category confusions. A within-category
confusion occurs when a subject misattributes an act by, for
example, an intentional undercontributor to a different intentional
undercontributor. A between-category confusion occurs when a
subject misattributes an act by, for example, an intentional under-
contributor to an accidental undercontributor. If subjects make
more within- than between-category confusions, this indicates that
they are categorizing by the intentionality of the targets. (Correct
responses are not analyzed because one cannot know if they are
due to accurate memory, a within-category confusion, or random
guessing.)

There are three ways to make a within-category confusion (a
correct attribution to the original target is not an error), but four
ways to make a between-category confusion. To correct for this
difference in base rates, we multiplied the total number of
between-category confusions by 3/4. (Without such a correction,
random responding would appear as systematic attribution to the
other category.) Using these corrected values, we created a cate-
gorization score for each subject: the number of within-category
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confusions minus the number of between-category confusions.4 If
subjects sorted individuals into two categories based on intention-
ality, then these difference scores should be significantly larger
than zero.

Reactions to the targets. After the memory confusion proto-
col, each target’s photo was displayed (one at a time) while
subjects made a series of ratings about that target. Responses were
made on 7-point scales, with anchors on 1 and 7. Two questions
tapped punitive and reward sentiments by asking to what extent
each target deserved to be punished/rewarded for his actions on the
island (anchored at Not At All and Very Much). Two tapped
willingness to collaborate in the future by asking, for each target,
how willing the subject would be to work with that individual or
have him as a member of their team (anchored at Not At All and
Very Much). Five questions asked subjects to what extent a given
adjective characterized a target: trustworthy, competent, selfish,
likeable, and aggressive, with the first three being directly related
to cooperation. For these adjectives, the scales were anchored at,
for example, Not At All Trustworthy and Very Trustworthy. Two
questions tapped dispositional versus situational attributions about
cases in which the target failed to bring back food by asking to
what extent this outcome was influenced by the target’s “true
personality” and to what extent by the situation (anchored at Not At
All and Very Much). To check whether our attempt to manipulate
perceptions of intentionality was successful, subjects were asked to
what extent the target was behaving “on purpose” on those occa-
sions when he did not bring back the food he had found (anchors
at Not At All and Very Much).

Data analysis strategy. Because diagnostic and nondiagnos-
tic sentences were likely to show different patterns of effects, we
disaggregated by sentence diagnosticity. (Nondiagnostic sentences
describe successful contribution and might be systematically
(mis)attributed to people who accidentally failed to contribute.)
Given that the diagnostic sentences carried our manipulation, we
focus on them. (All analyses revealed categorization effects when
calculated over nondiagnostic and diagnostic sentences together,
but an examination of the data showed that these effects were
driven entirely by the diagnostic sentences.)

For the diagnostic sentences, we also disaggregated the overall
categorization score into its two subcomponents—one based on
diagnostic sentences describing intentional failures to contribute
and one based on diagnostic sentences describing accidental fail-
ures to contribute. By determining whether these separate catego-
rization scores were both significantly greater than zero (and
whether they differed from each other), we can determine whether
categorization of one or the other person-type was driving the
overall categorization score.

We used two-tailed p values and the Pearson correlation coef-
ficient, r, as a measure of effect size (Rosenthal et al., 2000).
Readers can calculate t values as Sqrt(r2 � df/[1 � r2]). Despite no
prior predictions, across all studies we tested every categorization
difference score and every rating measure for sex differences.
Given the number of unplanned comparisons, a threshold p value
of .001 is more liberal than a Bonferroni correction. Nonetheless,
only one comparison had p � .001. We conclude that sex differ-
ences do not qualify any of our results.

It should be emphasized that at no point in the experiment was
there any mention that some individuals might be cheating, steal-
ing, or free riding; that some individuals might fail to contribute or

that this failure might be intentional or unintentional; that there
were two types of targets; or that subjects should try to categorize
the targets into separate groups. Any categorization revealed by
patterns of errors was spontaneously generated by the subjects.

Results

The results, including descriptive statistics and p values, are
summarized in Tables 2, 3, and 4.

Manipulation check. The intentionality manipulation was
successful: When targets failed to bring back food, the actions of
the individuals who ate the food were perceived as more inten-
tional than those of the individuals who lost the food (r � .64, p �
.001; see Table 2).

Does categorization occur based on exploitive intent? Yes.
The free rider strategy rule predicts that subjects would have
categorization scores greater than zero, at least for the diagnostic
sentences. As shown in Table 4, categorization did occur for the
diagnostic sentences, with a very large effect size (r � .70, p �
.001). Moreover, this effect was due to categorization of both types
of people: those who failed by accident and those who failed
intentionally. The strength of categorization did not differ for these
two person-types. The nondiagnostic sentences revealed no evi-
dence of categorization (r � .00).

Were targets perceived as free riders and cooperators?
Although subjects’ minds sorted the targets into distinct categories,
does the category content correspond to the concepts FREE RIDER

and COOPERATOR? If they do, then subjects will rate individuals
who intentionally failed higher on the measures of punishment,
selfishness, and personality as cause, relative to the individuals
who accidentally failed. Additionally, subjects will rate the indi-
viduals who intentionally failed lower on the measures of reward,
likeability, trustworthiness, willingness to have on their team,
willingness to work with, and situation as cause. We made no
predictions regarding the measures of competence and aggressive-
ness.

All predictions were supported: Compared to those who failed
to contribute by accident, targets who failed intentionally reliably
elicited the cluster of responses that would be expected of free
riders (rs � .35, ps � .01; see Table 2). Moreover, the results
revealed that targets who intentionally failed to contribute were
viewed as more aggressive than targets who accidentally failed.

4 Many studies using the memory confusion protocol treat within- and
between-category errors (after correcting the latter for differing base rates)
as separate levels within a repeated-measures analysis (e.g., Stangor,
Lynch, Duan, & Glass, 1992; Taylor et al., 1978). Our approach using
difference scores is formally identical and leads to the same statistical
conclusions. This follows because our computation of difference scores is
identical to computing a two-level within-subjects contrast, and such
within-subjects contrasts are statistically identical to a repeated measures
test (Rosenthal, Rosnow, & Rubin, 2000). Our approach, used previously
by Kurzban, Tooby, and Cosmides (2001), has the added benefit of
focusing attention on the theoretically important difference between the
two types of errors, rather than the absolute numbers of errors, which is less
informative.
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There was no difference in the perceived competence of the target
types.

Are perceptions of intentionality driving categorization?
The two target types behaved in ways that conveyed differences in
their exploitive intent; perceptions of these differences should be
positively correlated with how strongly subjects categorized the
targets. To test this, intentionality difference scores were computed
for each subject (intentionality ratings: intentional minus acciden-
tal undercontributors). A greater difference score indicates that the
behavior of those who ate the food was seen as more intentional
than the behavior of those who lost food. We then correlated the
intentionality difference scores with the overall diagnostic catego-
rization scores. If perceptions of intentionality are related to cat-
egorization, then this correlation should be positive. This was the
case: r(72) � .36, p � .001. This is consistent with the hypothesis
that perceptions of intentionality (at least partially) drive free rider
categorization.

Discussion

These results provide strong support for the free rider strategy
rule. Results for the diagnostic sentences showed that both the

intentional and accidental failures generated strong and significant
categorization scores. Additionally, the cluster of responses to the
targets is consistent with the hypothesis that the two target types
were represented as free riders and cooperators, respectively. For
instance, intentional undercontributors were viewed as deserving
more punishment, being less trustworthy, and being less desired as
a cooperative partner—reactions and attributions that, based on
theory, should be directed toward free riders. Because targets with
equal return rates were sorted into different categories, the results
undermine the central prediction of the return rate rules for free
rider categorization.

Study 2: Not Contributing Through
Withholding Effort

Study 1 produced the pattern of results predicted by the free
rider strategy rule. Was this because people were tracking cues of
exploitive intent (as predicted), or was it an artifact of the specific
manipulation we used? In Study 1, the intentional undercontribu-
tors disproportionately benefited—they consumed the food they
found instead of sharing it with others—which is a cue of exploi-
tive intent. But what if the mind is tracking benefits received rather
than inferring an intention to free ride? To test against this possi-
bility, the targets in Study 2 did not differ in the amount of food
they consumed. Instead, we provided cues to exploitive versus
cooperative intent by varying how much effort the targets ex-
pended while searching for food. Not trying is a cue to exploitive
intent: It suggests one is motivated to avoid the cost of procuring
resources for the group. Trying is a cue to cooperative intent; costs
are incurred even if one fails. Not surprisingly, effort is routinely
identified as important to judgments of cooperativeness (Gurven,
2004; Hill, 2002; Kerr, 1983; Miles & Klein, 2002).

Method

The design of this experiment was identical to Study 1, except
as noted. There were 60 subjects (37 female), all undergraduates
recruited from the same subject pools. Sixteen new diagnostic
sentences were created. For the exploitive intent sentences, targets
did not expend any effort and so did not find food (e.g., “He
decided to take a nap instead of searching for food to bring back”).
For the cooperative intent sentences, the targets tried hard to
procure food but did not succeed (e.g., “He searched all over the
island but found no food to bring back”). Thus, effort (and,
therefore, cues to exploitive intent) was varied while amount of
food provided was held constant. Importantly, nothing suggested

Table 2
Means (Standard Deviations) for Reactions to the Target Types:
Study 1

Reaction
Intentional

failures
Unintentional

failures r

Punishment 4.06 (1.22) 3.12 (1.07) .58���

Reward 3.27 (1.16) 4.26 (1.29) .58���

Work with 3.37 (1.07) 4.36 (1.26) .57���

Have on team 3.25 (1.17) 4.34 (1.25) .60���

Trustworthy 3.37 (0.89) 4.43 (1.11) .61���

Selfish 4.47 (1.07) 3.35 (1.03) .62���

Likeable 3.51 (0.98) 4.38 (1.00) .59���

Aggressive 3.84 (1.20) 3.46 (1.00) .35��

Competence 4.69 (1.05) 4.79 (1.01) .10
Personality as cause 4.65 (0.97) 3.57 (1.04) .62���

Situation as cause 3.97 (1.15) 4.82 (0.94) .48���

Intentionality
(manipulation check) 4.85 (0.92) 3.71 (1.10) .64���

Note. Greater means indicate that a target is perceived as deserving more
of a given outcome, being more desirable as a particular type of cooper-
ation partner, or having more of a given trait or that a given cause is more
applicable to the target. Response options ranged from 1 to 7. All com-
parisons had df � 73.
�� p � .01. ��� p � .001.

Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations of the Categorization Scores

Study
Overall

categorization Categorization separating by target type
Nondiagnostic

sentences

1 3.40 (3.48) Free riders: 1.88 (2.37) Cooperators: 1.52 (2.33) 0.00 (3.47)
2 3.65 (3.90) Free riders: 2.45 (2.60) Cooperators: 1.20 (2.61) �0.29 (3.48)
3 2.55 (3.03) Lost food: 0.79 (2.65) Always contributed: 1.75 (2.15) 0.39 (3.46)
4 0.56 (3.07) Lost food: 0.41 (2.37) Could not find food: 0.15 (1.88) 0.36 (3.80)
5A 2.02 (3.63) Free riders: 0.50 (2.34) Batterers: 1.51 (2.46) 0.25 (3.77)
5B 1.62 (2.84) Free riders: 0.68 (2.07) Thieves: 0.94 (2.20) �0.33 (3.47)

Note. Except for the Nondiagnostic sentences column, all columns are based on data for diagnostic sentences (see main text).
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that the exploitive targets got more to eat than anyone else. The
measure assessing subjects’ willingness to work with the targets
was modified to read work with one-on-one; this was to more
directly assess interest in engaging in dyadic cooperation with the
target (a potentially distinct construct from willingness to engage
in collective cooperation). An additional manipulation check as-
sessed how much effort each target displayed as he searched for
food (scale anchored at 1 [None At All] and 7 [A Lot]).

Results

The results, including descriptive statistics and p values, are
summarized in Tables 3–5. They replicated those of Study 1, again
providing strong evidence for the free rider strategy rule.

Manipulation checks. The effort manipulation was success-
ful (see Table 5). Targets who were described as having expended
effort were perceived as having expended more effort than targets
who were described as not expending any effort (r � .66, p �
.001). Moreover, when targets failed to provide food, this outcome
was perceived as more intentional when it was caused by lack of
effort rather than having tried but failed (r � .62, p � .001).

Does categorization occur based on intention to contribute?
In Study 2, as in Study 1, responses to diagnostic sentences
revealed that subjects categorized targets based on intention to

contribute (r � .69, p � .001; see Tables 3 and 4). This effect size
was essentially identical to Study 1’s (r � .70), which argues that
categorization in Study 1 was driven by cues of exploitive intent
and was not boosted by greater caloric gains. Categorization scores
for diagnostic sentences were significantly stronger for intentional
failures (by hypothesis, free riders; r � .69, p � .001) compared
to accidental failures (r � .42, p � .001; p of the comparison �
.01). The nondiagnostic sentences revealed no evidence of cate-
gorization (r � .08).

Were targets perceived as free riders and cooperators?
Results from the reaction and impression measures were largely
consistent with those of Study 1: Targets who intentionally failed
to contribute generated responses consistent with categorization as
free riders (rs � .60, ps � .001). For instance, they were seen as
less trustworthy, less desirable as a work partner or team member,
and more deserving of punishment (see Table 5). For the two
measures without predictions, the results were opposite from Study
1: Intentional failures were viewed as less competent, but there
was no difference in perceived aggressiveness.

Do perceptions of intention to contribute correlate with
categorization? Replicating the effect of Study 1, Study 2
showed that greater differences in perceptions of intentionality
between the target types were associated with stronger categori-
zation, r(58) � .38, p � .01. But could this relationship be driven
by the difference in competence, not intentionality per se? No:
Subjects’ perceptions of differences in competence were not cor-
related with how strongly they categorized the targets, r(58) � .18,
p � .17. Moreover, the relationship between intentionality and
categorization remained unchanged when differences in compe-
tence were partialed out, partial r(57) � .36, p � .01. This supports
the hypothesis that perceptions of intention to contribute—but not
competence as a forager—drove categorization.

Discussion

Replicating Study 1, Study 2’s results are consistent with the
free rider strategy rule but not easily explained by the return rate
rules. Despite having identical return rates, targets were spontane-
ously sorted into different categories depending on whether their
failure to contribute was intentional. Compared to those who tried
but failed, targets who failed because they did not try elicited a
cluster of responses appropriate for free riders. Because all targets
contributed equally in Studies 1 and 2, the results cannot be
explained by return rate rules, which can only sort by differences
in contributions. In contrast, the results of both studies are consis-
tent with the free rider strategy rule.

Table 4
Categorization Effect Sizes (as Pearson Correlation Coefficients, r)

Study
Overall

categorization Categorization separating by target type
Difference in

categorization by type
Nondiagnostic

sentences

1 .70��� Free riders: .62��� Cooperators: .55��� .11 .00
2 .69��� Free riders: .69��� Cooperators: .42��� .34�� .08
3 .65��� Lost food: .29� Always contributed: .64��� .25† .11
4 .18 Lost food: .17 Could not find food: .08 .09 .10
5A .49��� Free riders: .21† Batterers: .53��� .31� .07
5B .50��� Free riders: .31�� Thieves: .40��� .08 .10

Note. Except for the Nondiagnostic sentences column, all columns are based on data for diagnostic sentences (see main text).
† p � .10. � p � .05. �� p � .01. ��� p � .001.

Table 5
Means (Standard Deviations) for Reactions to the Target Types:
Study 2

Reaction
Intentional

failures
Unintentional

failures r

Punishment 3.78 (1.16) 2.67 (1.05) .64���

Reward 3.66 (1.08) 4.86 (0.86) .69���

Work with 3.46 (1.02) 4.64 (0.93) .67���

Have on team 3.46 (1.01) 4.74 (0.93) .71���

Trustworthy 3.65 (0.99) 4.73 (0.98) .64���

Selfish 4.18 (1.11) 3.10 (0.95) .62���

Likeable 3.61 (0.99) 4.60 (1.01) .62���

Aggressive 3.44 (0.93) 3.60 (1.15) .14
Competence 4.09 (0.88) 4.74 (0.88) .51���

Personality as cause 4.58 (0.91) 3.43 (0.92) .65���

Situation as cause 3.75 (1.07) 4.74 (0.94) .61���

Effort (manipulation check) 3.85 (0.85) 4.92 (0.80) .66���

Intentionality (manipulation
check) 4.05 (0.80) 3.08 (0.88) .62���

Note. Greater means indicate a higher rating on the measure. Response
options ranged from 1 to 7. All comparisons had df � 59.
��� p � .001.
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Study 3: Is a Return Rate Rule Used to Categorize
Free Riders When Return Rates Differ?

The return rate rules cannot explain the results of Studies 1 and
2. But it is possible that a return rate categorization rule is activated
only when targets do vary in their return rates. Study 3 tested this
by presenting targets differing in their return rates. All of them
intend to contribute, all demonstrate some incompetence by virtue
of losing something. Some targets always provision the group but
sometimes lose a personal item (e.g., a camera). Other targets
never lose a personal item but sometimes fail to provision the
group because they accidentally lose the food they were trying to
bring back.

There were two possibilities for Study 3. The first was that one
of the return rate rules might categorize people as free riders,
although perhaps it would operate more weakly than the free rider
strategy rule (after all, an apparently honest failure might actually
be an act of deception). The second possibility was that contribu-
tion level is used as cue to a different category altogether. Multi-
individual cooperation requires much more than the ability to
detect free riders (e.g., Neuberg et al., 2000). All else equal, people
should prefer to selectively interact with the most competent
individuals who are willing to work with them. Ratings from a
preliminary study (n � 34) revealed that losing the group resource
of food is viewed as less competent than losing a personal item in
an otherwise identical situation (r � .57, p � .001). Given those
ratings, losing the group resource of food (vs. a personal item)
might be used to categorize people along a dimension of compe-
tence (Cuddy et al., 2008). Thus, although people may categorize
based on contribution level, this category may reflect distinctions
in competence, as opposed to a distinction between free riders and
cooperators. This can be revealed by rating patterns and their
correlation with categorization.

Method

All methods were identical to Study 1, except as noted. Fifty-
nine undergraduates (38 female) participated. Sixteen new diag-
nostic sentences were created. Eight depicted targets as losing
personal items by accident while retaining a collected food (e.g.,
“He wanted to check the time while taking strawberries back, but
noticed his watch had fallen off”). The other eight depicted targets
as losing food items (e.g., “Almost at camp, he noticed his bag had
torn and the oranges he’d been carrying had been lost some-
where”). Thus, we varied contribution level while holding coop-
erative intent constant. Importantly, all targets lost an item. Ques-
tions that read “When this person did not bring food back . . . .”
were changed in Study 3 to read “When this person lost or dropped
something . . . .” The “work with” question was as in Study 2
(“work with one-on-one”).

Results

The results are summarized in Tables 3, 4, and 6.
Manipulation check. As expected, there was no difference

in how intentional the outcome was perceived to be as a
function of whether the target lost food or personal items (r �
.14; see Table 6).

Did categorization occur based on contribution level? On
the basis of the diagnostic sentences, subjects categorized by
contribution level (r � .65, p � .001; see Table 3). Target
individuals who always contributed (but lost personal items) were
categorized more strongly than targets who sometimes lost food
and thereby undercontributed (see Tables 3 and 4). The nondiag-
nostic sentences revealed no effects of categorization (r � .11).

What is the content of the categories formed? Consistent
with the preliminary study, targets who contributed food but lost
personal items were viewed as more competent than those who lost
food (r � .22). This effect was marginal (p � .09, two-tailed), but
significant if we take into account the prior prediction based on the
preliminary results (p � .045, one-tailed).

If free riders are defined by a return rate rule, then discovering
that someone has contributed less should activate anti-free rider
responses—even when their undercontribution was accidental.
These putative free riders should be seen, for example, as less
trustworthy, less desirable for group cooperation, and more de-
serving of punishment. Yet no differences on these or any other
items expected for free riders approached significance (all rs �
.10, all ps � .4; see Table 6). This suggests that lower return rates
are not being used to categorize people as free riders but may be
used to categorize them as incompetent.

Is competence correlated with categorization when cooper-
ative intentions are held constant? Yes. There was a positive
correlation (marginally significant) between competence differ-
ence scores and categorization, r(57) � .23, p � .074. (Compe-
tence difference scores were calculated as average competence for
targets losing personal items minus average competence for targets
losing food.) Controlling for intentions did not alter this correla-
tion, partial r(56) � .24, p � .072. (Taking into account prior
predictions, both correlations are significant with a one-tailed test
at p � .05.) In Study 3, cues of cooperative intent were held
constant; only amount of contribution delivered varied. Accord-
ingly, there was no relationship between intention difference
scores and categorization, r(57) � .01, p � .94. This relationship
was not improved by controlling for the competence difference

Table 6
Means (Standard Deviations) for Reactions to the Target Types:
Study 3

Reaction Lost food
Always

contributed r

Punishment 2.57 (1.07) 2.56 (1.24) .01
Reward 4.57 (1.26) 4.61 (1.28) .06
Work with 4.46 (0.97) 4.48 (1.10) .03
Have on team 4.58 (1.03) 4.67 (1.07) .11
Trustworthy 4.53 (0.97) 4.59 (1.01) .08
Selfish 2.85 (0.94) 2.81 (0.98) .05
Likeable 4.51 (0.92) 4.51 (1.09) .00
Aggressive 3.18 (1.14) 3.23 (1.18) .04
Competence 4.57 (1.05) 4.74 (1.11) .22†

Personality as cause 3.51 (1.06) 3.44 (1.07) .08
Situation as cause 4.70 (0.94) 4.67 (0.97) .03
Intentionality

(manipulation check) 2.48 (1.02) 2.60 (1.07) .14

Note. Greater means indicate a higher rating on the measure. Response
options ranged from 1 to 7. All comparisons had df � 58.
†p � .10.
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score, partial r(56) � �.05, p � .70. In this experiment, percep-
tions of competence, but not perceptions of intention to contribute,
were correlated with stronger categorization.

Discussion

Study 3 provides no evidence for either return rate rule for free
rider categorization—despite a 40% difference in return rate be-
tween high and low contributors. All targets intended to contribute
to the group, but some undercontributed by accidentally losing
food. This difference in return rates was used to categorize targets
in Study 3. But the content of the categories subjects formed was
related to competence, not free riding: There were no differences
in perceived trustworthiness, selfishness, punishment-worthiness,
or any other free rider criterion measure. Instead, the only impres-
sion or reaction measure that revealed a difference between low
and high return rate targets was the competence rating—and com-
petence, but not intentionality, correlated with the strength of
categorization.

Study 4: Domain-Specific Decision Rule or
General Tendency?

We propose that the results of Studies 1 and 2 are due to a
domain-specific decision rule for categorizing free riders. But
could they instead be caused by a mechanism designed to catego-
rize sets of entities whenever there is any systematic difference
between them? If so, then this arbitrary categorization rule could
account for the high levels of categorization observed above. On
this hypothesis, people categorize targets on any available dimen-
sion— certainly on any differences that can be linguistically
marked—and do so spontaneously. Previous work with the mem-
ory confusion protocol has shown that meaningless, but otherwise
salient, visual cues do not elicit categorization (Stangor et al.,
1992, Experiment 5), providing suggestive evidence that the arbi-
trary categorization rule is not operative. To conduct a critical test
of the arbitrary categorization rule using our methodology, how-
ever, we used stimuli from Studies 1 and 2.

In Study 4, the diagnostic sentences all described situations in
which the target failed to provision the group despite trying, but
the reasons for this outcome differed. Four targets found a food
item then lost it (the exact stimuli from Study 1), and four tried to
find food but failed (the exact stimuli from Study 2). None should
be viewed as free riders because all of them demonstrated coop-
erative intent. If failures to contribute activate a system for distin-
guishing free riders from cooperators, that system should catego-
rize all of these targets as COOPERATORS; if so, they will not be
sifted into separate categories.

In contrast, the arbitrary categorization rule would sort them into
two distinct categories, for several reasons. First, they differed in
foraging success—some found food, some did not—providing a
difference for the mechanism to operate on. Second, this particular
dimension of difference is easy to mark linguistically: Some tar-
gets found food (and lost it), others failed to find food. Third, the
results of Studies 1 and 2 demonstrate that social categories can
indeed be formed in response to the sentences used in Study 4. If
categorization in Study 4 is as strong as in Studies 1 and 2, then the
hypothesis that the prior results were caused by an arbitrary

categorization rule, rather than the free rider strategy rule, cannot
be eliminated.

Method and Results

Study 4’s methods were identical to Study 2’s, with one excep-
tion: The sentences from Study 1 that described targets losing food
replaced the sentences from Study 2 that described targets who did
not try to find food. Sixty-seven undergraduates (42 female) par-
ticipated. The primary results of Study 4 are summarized in Tables
3 and 4 and in Supplementary Table 1, included in the online
supplementary materials.

Did categorization occur when the targets had different
foraging experiences but their intentions and contributions
were equated? No. Neither the diagnostic sentences (r � .18,
ns) nor the nondiagnostic sentences (r � .10, ns) revealed evidence
of categorization (see Tables 3 and 4). Given this lack of catego-
rization, it is not surprising that all questions assessing subjects’
responses to the targets failed to show any significant differences
(see Supplementary Table 1 in the online supplementary materi-
als). Given that no significant effects emerged, we did not conduct
correlational analyses.

Were subjects simply not paying attention? If subjects
were not, for whatever reason, paying attention to the stimuli, then
these null results would be uninformative. As a measure of sub-
jects’ attention, we can examine the overall number of errors
subjects make in their attributions. At the limit, if subjects paid no
attention to the face–sentence pairs, responding on the recall task
should have been random. It was not: In this study and the others,
the number of errors was always below the chance level of 35
errors (all ps � .001; see Table 7). Moreover, if subjects were
paying less attention in this study than the others, error rates should
have been significantly greater. They were not: Error rates did not
vary across the six categorization studies, based on a one-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA), F(5, 384) � 0.87, p � .50, and
post hoc least significant difference (LSD) tests revealed no sig-
nificant pairwise differences (all ps � .09). In fact, Study 4
actually had a descriptively smaller error rate compared to four of
the five other categorization studies. Thus, a lack of attention to the
materials (for whatever reason) cannot explain the fact that sub-
jects did not sort the targets into two categories in Study 4.

Discussion

An arbitrary categorization rule, if it exists, should have sorted
targets in Study 4 into two different categories. Instead, no signif-

Table 7
Mean Number of Errors and Error Rates as a Function of Study

Study
Mean number of

errors (SD)
Errors as percentage of

total attributions

1 29.99 (4.27) 75%
2 28.93 (4.27) 72%
3 29.66 (5.10) 74%
4 29.10 (4.55) 73%
5A 30.30 (4.23) 76%
5B 29.79 (3.94) 74%

Note. Each subject made 40 attributions.
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icant categorization effects occurred in Study 4, where all the
targets demonstrated cooperative intent. Although these coopera-
tors differed in their food-finding success and they failed to con-
tribute to the group for different reasons, these differences were
not used for social categorization. Moreover, the absence of cate-
gorization was not due to a lack of attention by subjects. Nor was
it a function of the sentences used: All elicited high levels of
categorization in Studies 1 or 2. In Studies 1 and 2, however, they
appeared alongside a theoretically meaningful contrast: free riders.
This suggests that a free rider strategy rule is activated when
people fail to contribute to a collective action and that it privileges
categories such as COOPERATOR and FREE RIDER over other types of
distinctions.

One could argue—and we would agree—that whatever catego-
rization processes the mind uses, their operation should be contin-
gent on the situation. Thus, categorization along Dimension X
might happen in Situations A, B, and C, but not J, K, and L. Could
that be the case here? If the distinction between Study 4 targets
was not relevant to the situation, then the null results would have
little bearing on whether a general, but contingent, categorization
process exists. Although possible, this seems unlikely: The sce-
nario described targets who differed in the amount of food they
were able to acquire during a life and death situation where food
was scarce. The dimension of food acquisition certainly seems
relevant given the situation; it is therefore difficult to see how a
general but contingent categorization ability would not use it. The
lack of categorization is explicable, however, on the present the-
ory, which predicts that individuals who try to contribute should be
folded into the category COOPERATOR.

Studies 5A and 5B: Free Riders or Intentional
Moral Violators?

As a final alternative, we consider whether the categorization
results from Studies 1– 4 could have been produced by the
moral violator rule rather than the free rider strategy rule.
According to this hypothesis, the mind is designed to place
moral violators in a separate category from other individuals
but does not make finer distinctions among the moral violators.
If this were true, the same pattern of results might have been
found even in the absence of a system specialized for catego-
rizing free riders. To test against this possibility, Studies 5A
and 5B compared free riders (stimuli from Study 1) to two other
classes of moral violators.

In Study 5A, the comparison class was individuals who were
physically violent in an unprovoked manner. Unprovoked, inten-
tional battery was chosen because it should be defined as immoral
by any theory of moral psychology (Mikhail, 2007). Even if Study
5A is successful, however, it leaves open a slightly more textured
alternative hypothesis. The mind might distinguish some types of
moral violations from others, but the criteria might be coarse
grained, distinguishing intentional battery (a violent crime) from
violations of agreements, contracts, and property rights. On this
view, free riders would be distinguished from batterers. But be-
cause the free riders have violated their agreement to share the
resources they find with the group, they will not be distinguished
from those who violate other agreements, contracts, or property
rights. To test against this possibility, in Study 5B the comparison
class was individuals who stole a resource that was communally

owned by the group. Not only does this provide a closer contrast
to free riders than batterers but it also holds constant the identity of
the wronged party—free riders free ride on the group and thieves
steal from the group.

If the results of the prior experiments were generated by a
moral violator rule, in the absence of a free rider strategy rule,
then all the targets in Studies 5A and 5B will be sorted into the
same category: MORAL VIOLATOR. There will be no evidence that
the targets are sorted into two distinct categories— especially
ones involving the fine-grained distinction tested in Study 5B.
After all, Study 4 demonstrated that the presence of an obvious
difference between two sets of targets is not sufficient to elicit
categorization effects. So if subjects sort moral violators into
two distinct categories in Study 5, this cannot be easily attrib-
uted to the mere fact that free riders behave differently from
thieves and batterers.

By contrast, there should be strong categorization effects if
the mind contains a free rider strategy rule alongside rules for
categorizing other kinds of moral violations. Different kinds of
moral violation require different responses, so the mind should
be designed to make fine-grained distinctions among them. The
free rider strategy rule should be just one of many such rules.

Method

Except as noted, the methods were identical to Study 2. There
were 64 undergraduate subjects in Study 5A (34 female) and 66
(33 female) in Study 5B. For the diagnostic sentences, four targets
were paired with the free rider sentences from Study 1, which
described the target as finding food but eating it himself; this was
true in Studies 5A and 5B. In Study 5A, the other four targets were
paired with eight new diagnostic sentences. These depicted the
targets as providing food and being physically violent toward
others on the island (e.g., “After bringing peaches to camp, he
picked a fight and beat someone up”). These sentences described
aggression without provocation (because provoked aggression
might be seen by subjects as justifiable and not immoral). Study
5A therefore contrasted targets who free ride with targets who
commit battery. In Study 5B, the other four targets were paired
with eight new diagnostic sentences that depicted the targets as
stealing a resource owned by the group (e.g., “After returning to
camp, he took fuel normally used for communal cooking, so he
could warm himself at night”). Study 5B therefore contrasted
targets who free ride with targets who steal from the group. In both
Studies 5A and 5B, impression and reaction questions that previ-
ously read “When this person did not bring food back . . . .” were
changed to read “When this person did something wrong or
inappropriate . . . .”

Results

The results of Studies 5A and 5B are summarized in Tables 3
and 4 and in Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 available online.

In Study 5A, does categorization occur when the targets are
free riders and violent people? On the basis of the diagnostic
sentences, free riders and physically violent people were cate-
gorized as separate types (r � .49, p � .001; see Table 4).
Interestingly, physically violent individuals generated stronger
categorization scores (see Table 4). As usual, there was no
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evidence of categorization based on the nondiagnostic sen-
tences (r � .07).

In Study 5B, does categorization occur when the targets are
free riders and thieves who stole from the group? On the
basis of the diagnostic sentences, free riders and thieves were
categorized as separate types (r � .50, p � .001), and their levels
of categorization were not statistically distinguishable (see Table
4). There was no evidence of categorization based on the nondi-
agnostic sentences (r � �.10).

Reactions to the targets. Supplementary Tables 2 and 3
available online present the full data for reactions to the targets
in Studies 5A and 5B; here, we summarize these results. In
Study 5A, as expected, physically violent individuals were seen
as more aggressive than free riders (r � .46). Moreover, the
physically violent individuals were seen as deserving more
punishment and (marginally) as deserving less reward. Subjects
also indicated that they would rather work one-on-one with a
free rider than a physically violent individual. There was no
difference in how desirable the two targets were as members of
one’s team. Physically violent people were seen as behaving
more intentionally, and they were seen as less likeable. No other
effects were significant (see Supplementary Table 2, available
online). We note that these negative reactions were found to
violent targets even though they contributed more food than
free riders.

In Study 5B, free riders, relative to thieves, were seen as less
desirable as members of one’s team, less desirable to work with
one-on-one, less trustworthy, more selfish, and (marginally) de-
serving of less reward (see Supplementary Table 3, available
online). Interestingly, although free riders were viewed less neg-
atively than batterers in Study 5A, they were perceived more
negatively than thieves in Study 5B—even though thieves were
stealing resources from the group, whereas free riders were failing
to provide promised resources to the group (both benefited from
these actions).

We propose that these effects are due in part to a specialized
FREE RIDER concept. However, it is known that the mind can form
context-sensitive categorical distinctions based on an underlying
continuous dimension (e.g., Hampton, 2007; Jackendoff, 1983).
As an alternative account of Studies 5A and 5B, perhaps subjects
were simply distinguishing along a continuous dimension of, for
example, moral severity. As we detail in the supplemental online
information, this is unlikely. If this alternative is correct, then a
perceived difference on at least one of the impression items should
predict the strength of categorization (assuming that at least one of
these taps the dimension being used for categorization). None do
(for both studies, all rs � .17 in absolute magnitude, all ps � .18).
Even though there were differences in reactions to free riders and
other moral violators, none of these differences appear to have
driven categorization.

Discussion

Studies 1– 4 presented results that are well explained by the
operation of the free rider strategy rule but are also consistent
with the moral violator rule. Operating by itself, the moral
violator rule should not produce two distinct categories in Study
5A or in Study 5B because all the targets were moral violators.
But this is not what happened: Both Studies 5A and 5B revealed

strong categorization effects when contrasting free riders with
batterers or thieves. Combining this with Study 4’s finding that
arbitrary distinctions are not categorized, these results eliminate
the hypothesis that the categorization of free riders found in
Studies 1 and 2 was caused by a coarse-grained mechanism that
only discriminates moral violators from nonviolators.

Our data are therefore consistent with the free rider strategy rule.
However, these data are also consistent with the possibility that a
superordinate level of categorization exists where free riders,
thieves, and batterers are all marked as immoral (such as the
warmth/morality dimension in the stereotype content model;
Cuddy et al., 2008). Nonetheless, a more specific rule distinguish-
ing free riders from batterers and thieves is either preempting its
operation here or carving more fine-grained distinctions within the
superordinate category.

Although predicted by evolutionary considerations, the fact that
thieves who steal from the group and those who free ride on the
group are distinguished from each other is surprising from most
theoretical perspectives (e.g., attribution theories). Both types of
violation are broadly related to agreements, contracts, and property
rights, so, in sorting individuals into these two categories, the mind
is making a very fine-grained distinction between these two types
of nonviolent moral violators.

It remains an open question, however, whether free riders
would be distinguished from an even more similar category,
that of cheaters—individuals who intentionally defect on an
agreement to engage in social exchange (Cosmides, Barrett, &
Tooby, 2010). Social exchange involves cooperation for mutual
benefit between two agents. Multiple lines of evidence show
that the mind contains mechanisms specialized for social ex-
change, including a concept of CHEATER (Cosmides & Tooby,
2005; Ermer, Guerin, Cosmides, Tooby, & Miller, 2006; Fid-
dick, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2000; Stone, Cosmides, Tooby,
Kroll, & Knight, 2002; Sugiyama, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2002).
Indeed, the human mind has mechanisms that are good at
detecting violations of social exchanges when these reveal the
presence of a cheater—an intentional violator— but not when
the violations are due to innocent mistakes (Cosmides et al.,
2010; Fiddick, 2004). Moreover, adaptations for collective ac-
tion will likely rely on adaptations for social exchange (Tooby
et al., 2006). Thus, the concepts of FREE RIDER and CHEATER may
be intimately related. Even if future work reveals the concepts
to be essentially identical—perhaps a superordinate category of
DEFECTOR—the present research nonetheless adds to the litera-
ture on cheater detection in three important ways. First, no
previous research has shown that defectors are confusable with
one another, a hallmark of entities all assigned to the same
category. Second, previous work has usually examined a single
individual contracting with another agent (which may be an-
other individual or a group); this is the first research to show
that the DEFECTOR concept applies to individuals all mutually
contracting with a single collective agent that is composed of
the same individuals (here, the group on the island). Third,
although past research has contrasted cheaters with violators of
other types of social rules relating to obligations, requirements,
and entitlements, this is the first research to show that defection
is distinguished from other, clearly moral violations.
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General Discussion

Free riders pose a barrier to the evolution and persistence of
collective action. For such cooperation to evolve and to persist, the
mind must be able to solve the adaptive problem posed by free
riders. With this research, we have attempted to identify one
component of the psychological architecture that evolved to enable
collective action: the criteria the mind uses to identify free riders.
Considered together, our results support the existence of a psy-
chological adaptation for categorizing free riders: the free rider
strategy rule.

To be an adaptation, a hypothesized mechanism must show
efficiency, economy, selectivity, specificity, and precision—in
other words, it must show evidence of special design for solving an
adaptive problem (Williams, 1966; see also Dawkins, 1986; Tooby
& Cosmides, 1992). Our results show that free rider categorization
was a precise process: Only those people who failed to contribute
by virtue of consuming the benefit or avoiding the cost of produc-
ing it were categorized as free riders (Studies 1 and 2); moreover,
this was not due to the operation of an arbitrary categorization
system (Study 4). Second, the process was selective: Free riders
were distinguished from other moral violators such as batterers and
thieves—even though the thieves were taking from the group, a
harm comparable to that inflicted by free riders (Studies 5A and
5B). Third, responses to free riders were quite specific: Free riders
reliably elicited a cluster of predicted responses (e.g., less trust,
more punishment), and this cluster was not elicited by individuals
who accidentally failed to contribute (Studies 1–3). Fourth, cate-
gorization happened efficiently and spontaneously: No explicit
instructions were given to look for free riders, cheaters, or thieves,
nor was there a suggestion to the subjects that two types of people
existed on the island to whom they should attend. Instead, the
experimental instructions asked subjects to form impressions of
the targets. If anything, this instructional set should have led to a
decrease in category-based impression formation and an increase
in individuation of the targets (Fiske & Neuberg, 1990).

In the process of testing for the free rider strategy rule, we ruled
out several alternative hypotheses of more general scope: the
arbitrary categorization rule, the moral violator rule, and the return
rate rules for free rider categorization. But are there other ways to
explain the results? Here, we consider two additional alternatives,
attribution theory and rational choice theory.

Study 5, which tested the moral violator rule against the free
rider strategy rule, separated the theory elaborated here from
attribution theory. Attribution theory provides a framework for
understanding how lay perceivers categorize behavior as caused by
situational or dispositional forces (for reviews, see Gilbert, 1995;
Moskowitz, 2005). One potential cue for a dispositional attribution
might be inferring that a behavior was intentionally caused. But
attribution theory provides no basis for predicting that the mind
will spontaneously distinguish among intentional moral violators,
sorting free riders into a different category from batterers and
thieves. Yet free riders were distinguished from these other inten-
tional moral violators in Studies 5A and 5B even though free
riding, battery, and theft are all due to internal causes that are
controllable (Weiner, 1993; Weiner et al., 1988). Moreover, attri-
bution theory provides no basis for predicting the specific pattern
of responses to free riders. In contrast, these responses were a

first-order prediction of an evolutionary analysis of the adaptive
problem posed by free riders.

Similarly, rational choice theory cannot explain the full pattern
of results. Rational choice models with standard self-interested
utility functions require decision rules that base choices on differ-
ences in objective payoffs. The less individuals contribute to a
collective action, the less they should be preferred as collective
action partners and the more punitive sentiment they should attract.
Payoffs to other collective action members are lower whether a
fellow member failed to contribute by accident or intention, so this
distinction should not matter to a rational utility maximizer. Ob-
viously, this first-order prediction of an economic account is
contradicted by the results of Studies 1 and 2, where intentional
undercontributors were not only sorted into a different mental
category from accidental ones but also attracted more punitive
sentiment and were less preferred as future cooperative partners.

To rescue an economic perspective, one could tweak rational
choice theory by positing that when an individual undercontributes
by intention, others use this as a probabilistic cue to future under-
contribution. On this view, intentions are used as a proxy to predict
the real variable of interest: future return rates from various targets.
This twist on rational choice theory cannot, however, explain the
results of Study 3. In that study, intentions to contribute were held
constant, but targets differed in their relative return rates. When all
targets intend to contribute, it is not possible to use differences in
their intentions as a cue to predict differences in their future return
rates. However, subjects in this study had access to a cue that
should be an even better predictor of future return rates: the
targets’ present return rates. A cue-driven economic model would
have to predict that targets who contribute at a lower rate will be
less preferred as collective action partners and seen as more
worthy of punishment. In contrast to this straightforward predic-
tion, targets with low return rates were just as preferred for future
collective actions as those with high return rates; they were also
seen as equally trustworthy, likeable, and unworthy of punishment.

Limitations

Like many experimental lab-based studies, this research is lim-
ited by the use of an undergraduate population, the use of a
hypothetical scenario, the fact that subjects were not invested in
the group of people they learned about, the static and artificial
nature of the photos and sentences, and so forth. However, this
research provides experimental evidence that converges with more
ecologically valid observational work demonstrating that exploi-
tive intentions are an important component of free rider identifi-
cation in ethnographically diverse populations (Gurven, 2004;
Hill, 2002; Price, 2005). For example, Price (2006b) measured
contributions to a minga—a collective action—among the Shuar (a
hunter-horticulturalist group in Ecuador). In this minga, individu-
als labored to clear a field to grow sugarcane, with the goal of
splitting the profits after it was sold. These Shuar made a sharp
distinction between unintentional and intentional absences from
the minga and were very accurate in keeping track of when an
individual was intentionally absent. Unintentional absences (such
as illness) were excused, but intentional absences were not. Fi-
nally, the more days that individuals in the minga were intention-
ally absent, the more punitive sentiment they received.
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Implications and Future Directions

Our goal was to create a high-resolution map of a small but
important piece of conceptual machinery: the FREE RIDER concept.
In our view, this is but one piece of a large and interconnected set
of concepts related to collective action and coalitional cooperation.
In other work, for instance, we have mapped some of the concepts
involved in coalitional affiliation (Cosmides, Tooby, & Kurzban,
2003; Kurzban, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2001) and in integrating
newcomers into coalitions (Cimino & Delton, 2010; Delton &
Cimino, 2010). The work on newcomers is particularly instructive
in light of the current article. When newcomers receive benefits
merely by joining the group, they pose similar adaptive problems
as standard free riders. But a detailed functional analysis reveals
important differences as well. For example, newcomers should not
activate exclusion sentiment in the same way as free riders—a
prediction that has been empirically verified and is relevant to
understanding hazing (Cimino & Delton, 2010; Delton & Cimino,
2010). This illustrates the value of using a functional lens to further
fractionate the underlying conceptual machinery of social thought.

One important direction for future research would be to refine
the conceptual semantics of the free rider concept. So far, the
results suggest that the mind defines FREE RIDER in terms of other
pieces of conceptual structure, something along the lines of: Given
a COLLECTIVE ACTION, if an AGENT is a PARTICIPANT and a BENEFI-
CIARY and INTENTIONALLY fails to CONTRIBUTE through an EXPLOITIVE

MOTIVATION, then mark the AGENT as a FREE RIDER. All of these
pieces of conceptual structure are themselves open to empirical
investigation (the AGENT and INTENTION concepts have already
received some; Johnson, 2000). For example, what defines a
PARTICIPANT? Does one have to explicitly or implicitly agree to
become a member of a collective action, or is simply being an
(able-bodied) BENEFICIARY enough? Preliminary research suggests
that the mind does contain an inference such that being a benefi-
ciary—even if one has not agreed to participate—nonetheless
causes a person to be viewed as obligated to contribute (Delton,
Nemirow, Robertson, Cimino, & Cosmides, 2011). However, the
logic of this piece of conceptual structure and others remains to be
fully articulated.

The Architecture of FREE RIDER and
Other Moral Concepts

The goal of this research was to dissect the architecture of a
moral concept: FREE RIDER. The human mind does not equate free
riders with undercontribution, nor does it lump free riders into a
general category that contains all moral violators. Instead, as
predicted by an adaptationist approach, the mind classifies indi-
viduals as free riders only when their behavior indicates they have
a psychological design or calibration that causes them to consume
benefits while withholding contributions. This fits with predictions
from evolutionary game theory: An evolved adaptation for detect-
ing free riders should use criteria that identify only those individ-
uals whose behavior poses a threat to the stability of collective
action. We do not think this is an isolated case. Just as it allowed
the empirical illumination of part of the architecture of this moral
concept, sustained use of adaptationist reasoning should be able to
shed light on other features of our moral and social psychology
that are hidden from view.
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